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Abstract—We developed a multi-probe atomic force
microscopy (MP-AFM) systems using piezoelectric can-
tilevers and piezoresistive ones. The use of self-sensing
cantilevers with deflection sensors as probes markedly re-
duced complexity in the MP-AFM setup. Simultaneous
observation images can be acquired by the MP-AFM un-
der frequency modulation (FM) detection operations. The
minimum distance between these probes was 6.9 µm when
it used the piezoresistive cantilevers. We found that the
nanoscale interaction between the probes was detected by
determining the change in the amplitude of each cantilever.
It was clarified that the interaction effect depended on the
vibration amplitude of the cantilever-probe.

1. Introduction

Multi-probe atomic force microscopy (MP-AFM) devel-
opment is in strong demand as an evaluation system on the
nanometer scale [1]. Most of the present AFMs, the optical
beam deflection method is ordinarily used [2, 3]. With this
technique, high-resolution evaluation MP-AFM have also
been reported [4]. However, one of the difficulties in devel-
opment of multi-probe AFM is that the sensing method of
the cantilever deflection is quite complicated.

On the other hand, it is indispensable to simplify the
scheme that detects the position of the AFM cantilever
to attempt a high performance in MP-AFM. The use of a
self-sensing cantilever, in which a deflection sensor is inte-
grated, extremely reduces the complexity of the setup [5],
achieves the image observation with high resolution, ac-
complishes the practicable application in the nanoscale.

In this study, we chose piezoelectric cantilevers and
piezoresistive ones. The deflection signal is detected as the
current from the piezoelectric effect or piezoresistive effect
of the cantilever without a complex optical system. The
basic performance of the developed MP-AFM, the image
data obtained by the instrument, and interaction worked
distance of between cantilever-probes are described.

2. Using piezoelectric cantilever

2.1. Instrumentation

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the multi-probe
AFM system [6]. The position of each probe (PZT can-
tilever) [7] is monitored using the microscope objective lo-
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Figure 1: Schematic of multi-probe AFM system.

cated right above the probes. Each PZT cantilever working
as a probe in the dynamic mode AFM (DFM) is at each
probe stage, which is an inertial slider. All the experiments
were carried out at room temperature in an atmospheric
condition.

Figure 2 shows an optical micrograph of the two PZT
cantilevers both of which were brought near each other by
each slider. Here, we described how to approach the op-
posing cantilever-probe each other by two different modes
of operation. Firstly, a single step motion of 100 - 1,000
nm is made by a stick-slip movement (SS-mode) of the
slider. Secondary, the slider produces continuous motion
that can be controlled by applying an external DC voltage
(DC-mode). The DC-mode is used for positioning the tips
in the z-direction, which is the main feedback control in the
AFM operation. The sample was scanned by a tube scanner
using an SPM controller (CNT-1000, RHK Technology).
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Figure 2: Top-view optical micrograph of two piezoelectric
cantilevers positioned in close proximity to each other.
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2.2. Simultaneous observation

Two PZT cantilevers were brought closer to each other
by the inertial slider using the SS-mode while the distance
between the two levers was monitored using an optical mi-
croscope so as not to avoid the contact. Then, each PZT
cantilever was independently brought in closer near prox-
imity to the surface of the address-patterned sample [6].
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Figure 3: Absolute position identification of images ob-
tained using address pattern. Inset: estimated configuration
of tips from the result.

There are still some difficulties in making the distance
between the probes shorter. The tip of the PZT cantilever
(1) was estimated to be almost in contact with the side of
PZT cantilever (2) in this experiment, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 3, the minimum distance between the tips was actu-
ally limited to 9.2 µm. Another problem is the fabrication
accuracy in the focused ion beam (FIB) process that limits
the actual sharpness of a fabricated tip apex [6].

2.3. Probe-to-probe interaction

When the two vibrating cantilever-probes are located
sufficiently close to each other, both vibration amplitudes
can be interfered because of the interaction forces acting
on each other. We found that each amplitude was reduced
depending on the distance between the probes, which can
be utilized for controlling distance.

These cantilevers were vibrated independently by the
piezoelectric plates mounted to the lever holders and were
brought close to each other by the DC-mode. Both PZT
cantilevers were vibrated at their resonance frequencies.
The vibration amplitude of PZT cantilever (1) was recorded
while it approached PZT cantilever (2), which was fixed in
a certain position.
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Figure 4: Distance dependence of cantilever oscillation
amplitude signal [PZT cantilever (1)].

The measured relationship between the vibration ampli-
tude and the relative cantilever distance is shown in Fig.
4. The vertical-axis is a normalized vibration amplitude
of PZT cantilever (1). When the distance was decreased
to a value smaller than about 40 nm, the amplitude sharply
dropped to zero, which indicated that there might be strong
interaction forces. When the amplitude vanished, the can-
tilevers have been actually in contact with each other. The
possible origins of the interaction forces are viscous resis-
tance of air, friction forces between the probes, surface ten-
sion on water at the probe edge, and atomic forces. Al-
though we monitored the approach of the cantilevers with
the optical microscope, it was impossible to confirm the
movement of each PZT cantilever because of a displace-
ment much smaller than the optical wavelength. The ob-
tained distance dependence of the amplitude is promising
for controlling the gap distance between the probes on a
nanometer scale. Since the origins of the interaction forces
are not understood, the reliability and reproducibility of the
dependence have to be verified experimentally.
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3. Using piezoresistive cantilever

3.1. Instrumentation

Figure 5 shows the instrument schematic of the devel-
oped MP-AFM using piezoresistive cantilevers [8]. The
variation of the piezo-resistance of this cantilever is de-
tected with a difference amplifier based on a homemade
Wheatstone bridge circuit. The cantilever had a three-axis
control slider, and each cantilever-probe could be indepen-
dently driven. Dynamic mode AFM observation by each
cantilever is achieved with this construction. Also, the
observation by MP-AFM and evaluation of interaction of
cantilever-probes were carried out at room temperature in
an atmospheric condition.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of multi-probe atomic force
microscope using piezoresistive cantilevers.

Figure 6 shows an optical micrograph of two piezo-
resistive cantilevers, both of which were brought closer to
each other by setting each slider. We can visually confirm
by optical microscope that the two cantilevers have not con-
tacted physically. Thereafter, piezoresistive cantilever (1)
and (2) are carefully brought close to the surface of the
sample.
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Figure 6: Optical microscope image set up on two piezore-
sistive cantilevers.

3.2. Simultaneous observation

A simultaneous observation result by MP-AFM using
the piezoresistive cantilever (1) and the piezoresistive can-
tilever (2) under the FM detection operations are shown to
be comprehensible in the pattern diagram of the address,
and a schematic diagram of probe arrangement is shown
in the inset of Fig. 7. It was confirmed respectively that
the probe tip of the piezoresistive cantilever (1) is in the
(131, 149) neighborhood, and it is in the (130, 151) neigh-
borhood the probe tip of the piezoresistive cantilever (2).
It could be calculated that the distance between probe-tips
were 6.9 µm by comparison between these AFM simulta-
neous observation image and address patterns.
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Figure 7: AFM images taken simultaneously using two in-
dependent probes. The upper-right image (a) was taken us-
ing cantilever (1), whereas cantilever (2) was used for (b).
Absolute position identification of images obtained using
address pattern.

3.3. Probe-to-probe interaction

We have aimed at the application to a single molecu-
lar measurement, and are verifying the principle to de-
velop the technique for controlling the probe spacing on
the nanoscale. When the vibrating piezoelectric-cantilevers
were located close enough, vibration amplitudes can be in-
terfered with because of the interaction forces acting on
each other. In the case where the distance between piezo-
electric cantilevers approaches 40 nm, we found the vibra-
tion amplitude signal of the cantilever decreases because
there is mutual interference.

The method of making two opposed cantilevers ap-
proach each other is described. First, to evaluate only the
interaction between two cantilevers, the effect of the sam-
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ple surface is removed by giving enough separation be-
tween the sample and each cantilever. Second, piezore-
sistive cantilever (1) was vibrated at its resonant frequency.
Also, piezoresistive cantilever (2) was in a fixed position,
without excitation vibration. Subsequently, this probe was
made to approach roughly by the SS-mode during visual
confirmation with the optical microscope. Finally, it was
made to approach most by the DC-mode, and contact state
was performed.

The graph shown in Fig. 8 is plotted by the excitation
signal intensity of moving piezoresistive cantilever (1) as
the vertical axis, and by the distance between opposing can-
tilevers as the horizontal axis. Here, it is assumed to be the
contact point (0 nm) at which the amplitude vibration dis-
appeared. To evaluate and perform the attenuation distance
dependency by the vibration amplitude of the cantilever,
the amount of vibration amplitude measured 100 mVp−p,
200 mVp−p, and 300 mVp−p, respectively.
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Figure 8: Distance dependence of cantilever oscillation
amplitude signal of cantilever (1). The blue circle, the
green square and red triangle correspond to 100 mVp−p,
200 mVp−p, and 300 mVp−p, respectively.

First of all, it was confirmed that the interaction worked
between probes of the piezoresistive cantilever because the
vibration amplitude decreased. It was confirmed that a de-
crease in the vibration amplitude began from about 40 nm
when the vibration amplitude was 100 mVp−p. That is, it
did as well as when the piezoelectric cantilever was used
in our previous result. In a word, by the comparison with
our previous study, it was experimentally clarified that the
interaction was not the phenomenon that depended on the
structure and the material of the cantilever.

Moreover, when the distance at which the attenuation
was started was great, it was confirmed by an increase in
the vibration of the piezo-resistive cantilever. It is sug-
gested that the vibration of air by the cantilever causes

some kind of interaction between the probes that reduces
the vibration. Other possible explanations include the pres-
ence of water on the probe tip, which may cause shear force
[9].

4. Conclusions

We developed a multi-probe AFM system using piezo-
electric cantilevers and piezoresistive ones that markedly
reduce the complexity of an ordinary AFM system. Each
cantilever was three dimensionally positioned by inertial
sliders, both cantilever tips were brought in close prox-
imity to each other. The absolute distance between the
probes was evaluated using the address-patterned sample.
The minimum distance between the tips of two piezoelec-
tric cantilevers and piezoresistive ones were 9.2 µm, 6.9
µm, respectively. Whereas the distance between the can-
tilevers (probably the tip and some area of the side of the
cantilevers) was much shorter.

We found that the interaction forces between the can-
tilevers were detected by determining the change in the am-
plitude of each cantilever. The amplitude strongly depends
on the relative distance. The measured interaction range
was less than 50 nm. This strong distance dependence of
the amplitude can be used for the distance control of the
probes on a nanometer scale.
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